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Department of Technology
Program Assessment Plan
B.S. Degree: Renewable Energy
This Renewable Energy degree Program Assessment Plan includes a description of learning
outcomes, assessment measures, feedback and continuous improvement mechanisms, and
record keeping procedures that guide the Renewable Energy program in continuous
improvement. The plan is within the context of a larger Department of Technology Academic
Quality Improvement Program (AQIP). There are two components to the Renewable Energy
program assessment. (1) Learning Outcomes Assessment and (2) Program Goal Report and
Plan of Work. Annual assessment data is posted on the Department of Technology website:
www.tec.illinoisstate.edu.
Learning Outcomes Assessment
The learning outcomes report, completed is each year, is an aggregate summary of student
progress toward meeting identified learning outcomes. The resulting data is reported in a
dashboard format (see following page for an example of learning outcomes dashboard), which
includes assessment data and a plan for improvement, as necessary. The learning outcomes for
the program are reviewed each year for validation by the Renewable Energy program advisory
board. Multiple data points are used to assess learning outcomes, as follows:
1. An Employer Survey seeks data on how well graduates performed in terms of intended
learning outcomes. These surveys are conducted on a three-year cycle. (Appendix A presents
an example of the employer follow-up survey).
2. The Senior Exit Survey solicits both quantitative and qualitative feedback about the extent
to which learning outcomes were achieved. An example of the Senior Exit Survey is
presented in Appendix B.
3. The University Assessment Services conducts the annual Alumni Survey and supplies this
assessment data to the department. This survey includes questions on the intended learning
outcomes for the program shown in Appendix C.
4. The Renewable Energy program faculty review specific major course projects to assess
learning outcomes. An example of a grading rubric is presented in Appendix D.
Assessment data on learning outcomes receives oversight in the following ways. Specific
learning outcome assessment data initially go to the Program Coordinator who is responsible
for (a) documenting and reporting the results, (b) evaluating if the results conform to
performance indicators, and (c) deciding, in conjunction with program faculty and advisory
committee as appropriate, whatever corrective action needs to be taken. Corrective actions are
documented in the learning outcomes assessment dashboard and filed on the Faculty Server.
An annual assessment calendar is used to coordinate assessment and feedback events (See
Appendix E).
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Renewable Energy Learning Outcomes
1. Describe the physical laws and resources that constrain our energy systems.
2. Define the operation of RE systems in terms of basic electrical and physical principles.
3. Apply basic business, economic, and technical management principles in a variety of
technical and non-technical contexts.
4. Explain and defend their positions on energy/political/social issues.
5. Write and debug programs for control networks. (technical track)
6. Analyze wind data using professional software. (technical track)
7. Optimize business decision-making using maximization techniques. (economics/public
policy track)
8. Develop a business case for a commercial RE project. (economics/public policy track)
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Renewable Energy Learning Assessment Report 2010-2011

Assessment Methods* and Outcome

Related Course(s)

*Performance Criteria
Evaluation

Employer
Survey (not yet
completed)

Senior Survey
n=9 (2011)

Alumni Survey
(n=3, 2011)

Describe the physical laws and resources that
constrain our energy systems.

TEC111, TEC160, AGR225,
ECO236, PHY105, PHY207

84.5%

NA

4.3

4.3

Define the operation of RE systems in terms of basic
electrical and physical principles.

TEC111, TEC160, TEC240,
AGR225, PHY105, PHY207

87.50%

NA

4.1

4.3

Apply basic business, economic, and technical
management principles in a variety of technical and
non-technical contexts.

AGR225, ECO105,
ECO236, TEC270, TEC320

83.50%

NA

4.4

3.7

AGR225
HSC156, PHY207,
TEC160, ECO236

94.36%

NA

4.6

3.3

Learning Outcome

Response/Action

Progress from Previous Year Actions

1

2

3

4

Example
Example

Explain and defend their positions on
energy/political/social issues.

5

Write and debug programs for control networks.
(technical track)

TEC111, TEC240, TEC263,
TEC345

87.10%

NA

4.2

4.0

6

Analyze wind data using professional software.
(technical track)

TEC360

92.35%

NA

4.2

2.7

7

Optimize business decision-making using maximization
techniques. (economics/public policy track)

ECO335

77.1%

NA

4.3

3.3

8

2

We have submitted a proposal to add a new course, Last years senior survey was 3.3 for this
TEC 260, which will include significant content for outcome, so this category was greatly
wind and solar assessment. The senior survey data improved.
is much higher than the alumni survey, which may
idicate we have already improved, but the low "n"
is

Only the students in the Econ/Public Policy track
will take this course where a business case is
developed. We don't know if the alum respondents
were Econ track students. Senior survey results
look better, but we need to investigate low ECO
335 perform

Senior suvery results look better, but we need to
investigate low ECO 236 performance.

Develop a business case for a commercial RE project.
(economics/public policy track)

1

Last years senior survey was 3.1 for this
outcome, so this was greatly improved. One
factor is that we were moved back to Turner
Hall after remodeling, and were able to use
our regular lab facilities.

*Benchmarks:
RE_Assessment_Plan
Survey data >3.5/5.0
Performance criteria: at least 80% average in each category.

ECO236

70.88%

= Action required

NA

4.0
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Program Goals and Plan of Work
The Renewable Energy Program Goals and Plan of Work, consists of (a) the program mission,
(b) program goals, (c) goal alignment with department, college, and university goals, (d)
strategies for attaining goals, (e) an annual plan of work, and (f) a report assessing
accomplishments (See an example of the Program Goals and Plan of Work document on the
following page). An assessment of the Program Goals and Plan of Work is submitted to the
Department of Technology Chair annually at the beginning of the academic year, after
developing a plan of work, and to report on work completed from the previous academic year.
Follow-up on the assessment of program outcomes data flows first to the Chairperson or
Assistant Chairperson who is responsible for documenting and reporting the results in the
Department of Technology Annual Assessment Report. As appropriate, results may be further
disseminated to the faculty at large, and/or Advisory Committees for further action aimed at
program improvement.
Renewable Energy Program Goals
1. Provide students with high quality educational experiences by featuring a modern, up-to-date
curriculum that will develop the technical and managerial knowledge, skills, and attitudes
that are foundational to success as RE professionals.
2. Recruit and graduate a diverse group of individuals to support companies and organizations
that will employ RE professionals in Illinois and throughout the United States.
3. Provide opportunities for students to interface with RE professionals.
4. Provide service to companies and organizations that employ RE graduates through applied
research, consulting/workshops, and participation in professional organizations.
5. Develop industry and RE alumni relationships in support of the program.
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Renewable Energy Program Goals & Plan of Work Report (2010-2011)
The mission of the program is to prepare technically-oriented managerial professionals and leaders for business, industry, government, and education by articulating and
integrating student experiences and core competencies in Renewable Energy.

RE Goals

Goal Alignment

1. Provide students with
high quality educational
experiences by featuring
a modern, up-to-date
curriculum that will
develop the technical
and managerial
knowledge, skills, and
attitudes that are
foundational to success
as RE professionals.

Strategies

Plan of Work

ISU Educating
Illinois Goal #1,2

a. Maintain strong industry
input to program curriculum
decision making.
CAST Strategic Plan b. Maintain high quality
Goal # 1,5
curriculum and instruction.
c. Maintain modern RE
TEC Department
equipment and lab.
Goal 1, 6
d. Recruit and maintain highly
qualified faculty.

a. Conduct at least one advisory board
meeting.
b. Maintain RE and data acquisition systems.
c. Develop prototype PV workstation for the
RE Lab
d. Develop the 2 new RE courses when they
are approved by UCC.
e. Jin Jo will attend one renewable energy
convention
f. Dave Kennell will attend one renewable
energy convention

Previous Year Outcomes
a.

b.
c.

Example
d.
e.
f.

2. Recruit and graduate a
diverse group of
individuals to support
companies and
organizations that will
employ RE professionals
in Illinois and
throughout the United
States.
3. Provide opportunities
for students to interface
with RE professionals.
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ISU Educating
Illinois Goal # 1,2

a. Maintain enrollment in the
RE Program at ISU.
b. Promote the program to
CAST Strategic Plan
diverse audiences of
Goal # 1, 6
potential students.

a. We will participate in Preview and host
prospective students and their families for
tours.
b. Do at least one outreach program focused
on a minority community.

a.

b.

We had an ad hoc Wind Advisory
committee meeting on February 25,
2011 and a ad hoc Solar Advisory
committee meeting on April 1, 2011
to develop ideas for the new RE Lab.
Matt Aldeman is now doing this as
part of his job.
Lab has some furniture and
equipment installed. We ar still
working on developing a prototype
for the solar energy workstations.
Program revision, TEC 360 revision
and TEC 260 and 262 new course
proposals have been submitted.
Jin Jo presented at the 6th
International Green Energy
Conference in Turkey.
Dave Kennell attended the MREA
model RE lab workshop and the
AWEA Higher Education Conf.
The website has been updated to
conform with the department
model.
Jin presented at the Fenton High
School energy conference.

TEC Department
Goal 1,3,6
ISU Educating
Illinois Goal # 1, 2

a. Facilitate events that
a. Actively promote involvement and advise a.
promote student and faculty
the Renewable Energy Society (RES), an
interaction with industry.
RSO.
CAST Strategic Plan b. Promote internship
b. Promote student attendance at conferences b.
Goal # 1, 6
opportunities for RE
and trade shows and events sponsored by
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Both Dave and Jin attended RES
functions and promoted RES
activities.
RE students volunteered at the
Siting and Zoning and the IWWG

students.
TEC Dept. Goal 3,4,6 c. Create and maintain
c.
relationships with companies
that employ RE professionals. d.

the Center for Renewable Energy.
Invite RE professionals to visit TEC 160,
TEC 360, or RES.
c.
Update the database of potential employers
and initiate contact for graduate
d.
employment and student internships
e. Organize a career fair for RE students.
e.

4. Provide service to
companies and
organizations that
employ RE graduates
through applied
research,
consulting/workshops,
and participation in
professional
organizations.

5. Develop industry and RE
alumni relationships in
support of the program.
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ISU Educating
Illinois Goal # 2,4

a. Center for Renewable Energy a.
will engage in research and
disseminate information that
CAST Strategic Plan
supports renewable energy.
Goal # 3, 4
b. Tenured or tenure-track
faculty members will
b.
TEC Dept. Goal 4,5,6
maintain participation and
leadership in relevant
c.
organizations, boards, or
committees.
d.
c. Promote student
organization participation in
industry or community
service activities.
ISU Educating
a. Maintain information
a.
Illinois Goal # 3
distribution to alums through
the department newsletter b.
CAST Strategic Plan
and website.
c.
Goal # 4,6
b. Establish relationships with
companies who employ RE
TEC Department
professionals.
Goal 5
c. Provide avenues for
internship and graduate
recruitment.

Center for Renewable Energy (CRE) will
organize conferences and forums that
educate the public on RE issues including
Landowner Forums and the annual wind
conference.
Promote internships with CRE founding
member companies.
Jin will organize RE training program for
Korea Energy Management Corporation.
Work with the RES on a service project.

a.

Advancing Wind Power in Illinois
5th Annual Conference
Tom Bierma spoke about biodiesel
production.
We have a spreadsheet of current
employers and internship
opportunities on the faculty share
drive.
We joined Construction
Management and FCS Career Fair.
The CRE held a Siting and Zoning
Conference and the annual Illinois
Wind Conference.
We placed interns with Horizon,
Iberdrola, and State Farm. We
collaborate with Argonne National
Lab to place 2 interns. A student
also interned in DC at SEIA.
Jin went to an international
conference instead.
We worked with 2 RES student
groups to secure grant funding from
the Student Sustainability Fund.

Example
8

b.

c.

d.

Contribute RE information to the annual
alumni newsletter for 2011-2012.
Organize a career fair for RE students.
Contact and visit graduates who work for
RE companies.

July, 2011

a.

b.
c.

Jin provided information on the
KEMCO MOU for the newsletter.
We joined CM and FCS for the
career fair.
We contacted 2 graduates who
work for Invenergy.

Appendix A: Example of Employer Survey
Renewable Energy Em ployer Survey

6/ 1/ 11 10:42 AM

RE Employer Survey
Page 1
Renewable Energy Employer Survey
As part of our continuous quality improvement process and accreditation requirements, we
would like to know your perceptions on how our Renewable Energy graduates have performed.
If you are not the appropriate person to complete this survey, would you please forward the
survey to the individual in your school who supervises or is knowledgable about the
performance of the ISU graduate?
This brief survey has two parts: (a) ratings of 8 individual competencies that graduates should
demonstrate, and (b) an open ended section for your comments and suggestions. Please
complete a separate survey for each ISU Renewable Energy graduate who has worked
for your business/institution for five (5) years or less. All responses are completely confidential.
Anticipated time to complete the survey is less than 10 minutes.
Thank you very much for your feedback on the quality of our Renewable Energy graduates.
Your input is very important to our program's success!
1.

How long has the (or was the) ISU Technology Education graduate been employed by your
school?
Less than 1 year
2 years
3 years
4 years
5 years

Instructions for questions 2 to 9:
In the left-hand column is a listing of competencies (knowledge, skills, and attitudes)
that should be demonstrated by graduates of the Renewable Energy program at Illinois
State University (ISU). Please rate these if applicable to the graduate's position.
2.

The graduate is able to describe the physical laws and resources that constrain our energy
systems.*
Strongly
Agree

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Not
Applicable

Constraints

3.

The graduate is able to define the operation of RE systems in terms of basic electrical and
physical principles. *
RE Systems

Strongly

Strongly

https:/ / survey.lilt.ilstu.edu/ Print.aspx ?SurveyID= l2MMnl41&Title= Y&Breaks= N&AllPages= Y&Pages=
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Renewable Energy Em ployer Survey

6/ 1/ 11 10:42 AM

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Not
Applicable

RE Systems

4.

The graduate is able to apply basic business, economic, and technical management principles in
a variety of technical and non-technical contexts. *
Strongly
Agree

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Not
Applicable

Management Principles

5.

The graduate is able to explain and defend my position on energy/political/social issues. *
Strongly
Agree

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Not
Applicable

Defend Positions

6.

The graduate is able to write and debug programs for control networks (technical track only,
skip if in another track)
Strongly
Agree

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Not
Applicable

Technical: Debug networks

7.

The graduate is able to analyze wind data using professional software (technical track only, skip
if in another track)
Strongly
Agree

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Not
Applicable

Analyze Wind Data

8.

The graduate is able to optimize business decision-making using maximization techniques
(economics/public policy track only, skip if in technical track)
Strongly
Agree

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Not
Applicable

business decision-making

9.

Additional comments, clarifications or suggestions for the ISU Technology Education program:

https:/ / survey.lilt.ilstu.edu/ Print.aspx ?SurveyID= l2MMnl41&Title= Y&Breaks= N&AllPages= Y&Pages=
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Appendix B: Example of Senior Exit Survey
Departm ent of Technology Senior Ex it Survey

6/ 1/ 11 10:07 AM

Department of Technology Senior Survey (RE)
Page 1
Department of Technology Senior Exit Survey
As part of our continuous quality improvement process, we would like to know your perception of how
well we have performed as a department and as an academic degree program.
This brief survey has two parts: (a) ratings of general perceptions about the department and its
quality, and (b) ratings on how well you achieved the intended learning outcomes for your major.
Anticipated time to complete the survey is about 15 minutes.
Thank you very much for your feedback on the quality of the Department of Technology and its
programs of study!
Instructions for questions 1 to 17:
This section includes ratings of your perception about the Department of Technology and its
quality.

1.

Faculty were helpful when I needed assistance. *
Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Neutral

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Neutral

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Neutral

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Neutral

Faculty

2.

Overall, the quality of instruction was excellent in TEC courses. *
Strongly
Agree

Agree

Quality

3.

I was treated fairly in my dealings with faculty.*
Strongly
Agree

Agree

Fairness

4.

Faculty were experts in their subject matter areas. *
Strongly
Agree

Agree

Expertise

5.

The department's computer resources met my needs.*

https:/ / survey.lilt.ilstu.edu/ Print.aspx ?SurveyID= l2K36p41&Title= Y&Breaks= N&AllPages= Y&Pages=
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Strongly
Agree

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Computers

6.

Overall, I was satisfied with the quality of laboratory equipment. *
Strongly
Agree

Agree

Neutral

Lab Equipment

7.

Lab hours provided access to equipment to complete assignments.
Strongly
Agree

Agree

Neutral

Lab Access

8.

I was able to get my into TEC courses in a timely manner.*
Strongly
Agree

Agree

Neutral

Course Schedule

9.

TEC Advisement Office responded to my inquiries in a timely manner.*
Strongly
Agree

Agree

Neutral

Timely Advisement

10. My TEC advisor was knowledgeable of my academic plan.*
Strongly
Agree

Agree

Neutral

Advisement Expertise

11. My internship was a valuable part of my education.*
Strongly
Agree

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Did not
participate
in an
internship

Internship

12. TEC department student organizations were a valuable part of my education.*
Strongly
Agree

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Did not
participate
in student
organization

TEC Student
Organizations

https:/ / survey.lilt.ilstu.edu/ Print.aspx ?SurveyID= l2K36p41&Title= Y&Breaks= N&AllPages= Y&Pages=
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Departm ent of Technology Senior Ex it Survey
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13. My TEC major greatly expanded my career options. *
Strongly
Agree

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Neutral

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Career Options

14. The content of my TEC courses was state-of-the-art. *
Strongly
Agree

Agree

Course Content

15. Overall, I greatly increased my knowledge and skills as a result of my TEC major.*
Strongly
Agree

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Personal Skills

16. I would recommend TEC to a good friend or family member. *
Strongly
Agree

Agree

Neutral

Recommendation

17. Would you care to share any additional comments about your experiences with the Dept of Technology?

Instructions for questions 18 to 25:
Please indicate how well the Renewable Energy program prepared you to perform each of the
following.
18. I am able to describe the physical laws and resources that constrain our energy systems.*
Strongly
Agree

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Constraints

19. I am able to define the operation of RE systems in terms of basic electrical and physical principles. *
RE Systems

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

RE Systems

https:/ / survey.lilt.ilstu.edu/ Print.aspx ?SurveyID= l2K36p41&Title= Y&Breaks= N&AllPages= Y&Pages=
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20. I am able to apply basic business, economic, and technical management principles in a variety of
technical and non-technical contexts. *
Management Principles

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Management Principles

21. I am able to explain and defend my position on energy/political/social issues. *
Strongly
Agree

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Defend Positions

22. I am able to write and debug programs for control networks (technical track only, skip if in another
track)
Strongly
Agree

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Technical: Debug
networks
23. I am able to analyze wind data using professional software (technical track only, skip if in another track)
Strongly
Agree

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Analyze Wind Data

24. I am able to optimize business decision-making using maximization techniques (economics/public policy
track only, skip if in technical track)
Strongly
Agree

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

business decisionmaking
25. Please provide any feedback about the instruction and your learning related to Renewable Energy.

26. I am able to develop a business case for a commercial RE project (economics/public policy track only,
skip if in technical track)
Strongly
Agree

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

business case

The remaining questions focus on various issues including your employment search and
https:/ / survey.lilt.ilstu.edu/ Print.aspx ?SurveyID= l2K36p41&Title= Y&Breaks= N&AllPages= Y&Pages=
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status.
27. Who or what influenced you in deciding to pursue the TEC program at ISU? *

28. At what stage are you in finding a position in your major field?
Accepted an offer

Have
tentative
offer

Interviewing

Have not
started
searching

Job Search

29. If you are actively searching for a job or have landed a position, what has been most helpful so far: (you
may answer more than one)
ISU
Career
Services

ISU
Career
Fairs

eRecruiting

TEC
Faculty
Employer
Contacts

My Own Searches
(Websites, personal
contacts, etc.)

Help in job search

30. If you have secured a permanent position, please provide the name of the employer:
Name of
employer

https:/ / survey.lilt.ilstu.edu/ Print.aspx ?SurveyID= l2K36p41&Title= Y&Breaks= N&AllPages= Y&Pages=
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Appendix C: Example of Learning Outcomes Survey

2011 Renewable Energy
Page 1
Please indicate how well the Renewable Energy program prepared you to perform each of the
following.
1. I am able to...

Strongly
Strongly
Agree Neutral Disagree
Agree
Disagree

N/A

Describe the physical laws and
resources that constrain our
energy systems.
Define the operation of RE
systems in terms of basic
electrical and physical principles.
Apply basic business, economic,
and technical management
principles in a variety of
technical and non-technical
contexts.
Apply basic business, economic,
and technical management
principles in a variety of
technical and non-technical
contexts.
Write and debug programs for
control networks.
Analyze wind data using
professional software.
Optimize business decisionmaking using maximization
techniques.
Develop a business case for a
commercial RE project.
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Appendix D: Example of Grading Rubric

TEC 360 Renewable Energy Capstone
Final Project Grading Rubrics
Pts
Proposal (10)
Individual Meeting (10)
Report (60)
completeness (20)
descriptions (30)
methods (40)
sources (10)
Presentation (20)
Total

RE_Assessment_Plan
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Appendix E: Annual Assessment & Reporting Calendar
Date

Activity

Accountable

As appropriate by
course schedule

IDEA student ratings of instruction (November and April).

Secretary

As appropriate

Share assessment data with program and/or program
advisory committees

Program Coordinator

As appropriate

Faculty Retreat - Review annual assessment data and establish
improvement priorities.

Chair

April

Conduct TEC Senior Student Exit Survey in each capstone
course.
Organize follow-up survey of employers (minimum 3-year
cycle)
Mail pre-survey letter to alumni.

Advisor

June

TEC Senior Student Exit Survey results and Employer Survey
results distributed to faculty.

Advisor, Asst. Chair

July 30

Alumni data distributed to coordinators

Asst. Chair

August

Coordinators meeting to discuss new assessment data and
review assessment process

Asst. Chair

September 15

Program Coordinators submit the annual Learning Outcomes
Report

Program Coordinator

September 15

Program Coordinators submit the annual Program Goals
Report and Plan of Work

Program Coordinator

September/October

Organize and conduct scheduled Peer Teaching Observations.

Asst. Chair

November 1

Submit annual TEC Assessment Report to the University
Assessment Services (UAS)
Department of Technology Annual Report and Consolidated
Annual Budget Report

Asst. Chair

April
April

December 1

RE_Assessment_Plan
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